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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Dr. Lingling Tian

I very appreciate your consideration for publication of our manuscript.
We believe that this paper will be of interest to the readership of BMC Anesthesiology.
We have addressed and revised our article following points of the reviewer’s comments.
And, we revised our manuscript to fit the submission guideline.
Thank you for your consideration. I look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

So Woon Ahn, M.D., Ph.D.
Department of Anesthesiology and Pain Medicine
CHA Bundang Medical Center, CHA University, 59 Yatap-ro, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, South Korea, 13496
Editor

: I appreciate you for editing and advising. We revised our manuscript and added the information as you recommended.

1. Thank you for your email. However, it is noticed that the data collection was done at Yonsei University hospital and you wrote paper after changing the job. Before we could proceed, could you please clarify:

(1) whether you have obtained permission from Yonsei University to publish those results without listing Yonsei University as your affiliation?

- We have sent an email to Severance hospital IRB for double-checking the affiliation and publication subjects. And I got permission for publication without listing, if there is the description in method part that data collection at Severance hospital and the ethics committee approval from the Severance Hospital Institutional Review Board.

(2) please add a sentence in the Methods part that the data collection was done at Yonsei University.

(3) Please state clearly the full name of the ethics committee who approved this study in both Methods and 'Ethics approval and consent to participate' section.

- We have added a sentence about the data collection at Severance hospital and also have described the ethics committee approval from the Severance Hospital Institutional Review Board in the Method part.
2. Please provide email addresses for all the authors on the title page.
- We added the email address for all the authors according to submission guideline.

3. According to the submission guideline, the abstract must include the following separate sections:
   - Background: the context and purpose of the study
   - Methods: how the study was performed and statistical tests used
   - Results: the main findings
   - Conclusions: brief summary and potential implications
   - Trial registration: Trial registry, registration number, date of registration

Please structure your abstract accordingly.

4 Main text

(1) Please rename the section heading Introduction to Background;

(2) Please put the sections 'Ethics, consent and permissions' as a part of 'Methods';

(3) Please rename the section heading 'Materials and methods' to 'Methods';

(4) Please provide a Conclusions section/section heading at the end of the manuscript.
5 Upon resubmission, please make sure that your manuscript contains the following seven sections under the heading 'Declarations' at the end of the main text:

(1) Ethics approval and consent to participate

Please include a section 'Ethics approval and consent to participate' in Declarations. Please include the full name of the ethics committee (and the institute to which it belongs to) that approved the study and the committee’s reference number if appropriate. For Consent to Participate, please state clearly whether written informed consent was obtained from the participants in this section.

(2) Consent for publication

Please include a section 'Consent for publication' in Declarations. Please state Not Applicable as your manuscript doesn't contain any individual identifying data.

(3) Availability of data and material

Please include a section 'Availability of data and materials' in Declarations. Availability of Data and Materials refers to the raw data-set upon which the summary statistics in the manuscript are based.

For your information: Here are some examples of Availability of Data and Materials statements that you may choose to adapt if you wish:

- The datasets generated and analysed during the current study are available in the [NAME] repository, [PERSISTENT WEB LINK TO DATASETS] • The datasets generated and analysed during the current study are available from the corresponding author on reasonable request.

- The datasets generated and analysed during the current study are not publicly available due [REASON WHY DATA ARE NOT PUBLIC] but are available from the corresponding author on reasonable request.
The datasets generated and analysed during the current study are not publicly available due [REASON WHY DATA ARE NOT PUBLIC].

(4) Competing interests

(5) Funding

All sources of funding for the research reported should be declared. The role of the funding body in the design of the study and collection, analysis, and interpretation of data and in writing the manuscript should be declared.

(6) Authors' contributions

Please list all the authors with the initials in this section. Please also ensure that all authors have read and approved the final version and add a statement confirming this.

For example: ‘AB carried out the molecular genetic studies, participated in the sequence alignment and drafted the manuscript. BC participated in the design of the study, carried out immunoassays and performed the statistical analysis. CD conceived of the study, and participated in its design and coordination. All authors read and approved the final manuscript.

(7) Acknowledgements

Please only use this section to acknowledge anyone who contributed towards the article who does not meet the criteria for authorship including anyone who provided professional writing services or materials. Authors should obtain permission to acknowledge from all those mentioned in the Acknowledgements section. If no acknowledgements are necessary then please state 'None'.

6 List of Abbreviations

As abbreviations are used throughout the paper, we ask that you include a list of abbreviations (before the declarations section) for reference and ease of reading. All abbreviations should still be defined in the text at first use.
Upon resubmission, please remove any tracked changes or highlighting and include only a single clean copy of the manuscript. Please ensure the document is in the final form for publication; please upload only files that are to be published. All relevant tables/figures/additional files should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files. If you wish to respond to these revision requests, please insert the information into the designated input box only.

- We revised our manuscript as followed one by one of the submission guidelines.

Reviewer reports:

Hassan Soleimanpour (Reviewer 1):

- We appreciate your kind and professional comments of the review.

Manuel Ángel Gómez Ríos (Reviewer 2):

- We appreciate your advice for improving our manuscript. I added the limitation of our study about data of surgery. And we will consider your advice on our following research.